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People cooked in orange or mandarin oil recognize the aroma of orange oil, which is widely used in MDCI LE RAGE DES SYRTES. Orange oil has a sleathing quality that injects everything in contact and continues on top of it. I use tangerine oil for chocolate desserts for delicious effects. But I must say that I am not sure
that using such a powerful agent is the best idea among autonich perfumes. Le Riverge de Sirtes opens with a lot of fruit, both pineapple and orange are very noticeable. The opening has a real multi-meat, characteristically high quality, and the brightness of the ingredients commonly found in other perfumes of MDCI is
also clear. But instead of developing, Le Rivage de Sirtes will be stuck in orange oil mode. Pineapples are gone, oranges actually seem to be strong, and the flowers are pretty missing. I would like to be able to say that this is a wonderful orange perfume, but it looks too one-sided to me. There are probably some
important developments here somewhere, but it is all covered with dominant orange oil notes to the point where I can't recommend this perfume more than anything other than the most fanatical of orange lovers. Still, I think orange perfume options, especially She Hermes, are available. MDCI Releases 2009 Perfumer
Patricia de Nicolife Rev Lance Family Flora Renaults Orange, Galvanum, Pineapple, Orange Flower, Fruit Tree, Ylan Ylan, Incense, Ambergris, Musk, Vanilla Description Le Rivage de Sirtes, Patricia de Nikolai is working on ubiquitous fruity flowers for MDCI. The resulting aroma is definitely Nikolai: the top note is
charged with fresh vertigo that brings oranges to life. Pineapple functions as a new sauce of sweetness and segue, and segue well in the heart of sweet flowers. As with fruity flower customs, Le Riverge de Sirtes uses a bouquet of white flowers in mind: candied orange flowers and sweet churose are combined with
tropical tang of yphalo-ylan. Haze of vanilla, ambergris and musk softens the edges of the aroma and lasts to dry down. If you like the sweet fruity aroma, this is for you.75 ml ode parfum spray . Richard Translator Richard Howard Country French Jose Corti Publishing Date 1951 Published in English 1986Pages353
Opposite Coast (French: Le Riverge de Sirtes) is a 1951 novel by French writer Julian Hack. The story is set on the border between orsena and Fargestan, two fictional Mediterranean countries that have been at war for 300 years. It is Glak's third and most famous novel. After winning the Goncourt Prize, Gracq refused
to accept the award as a protest against commercial compromises in world literature. [1] The novelAs it is not focused on telling the story, but first of all, as interested in creating a mysterious, out-of-time atmosphere, Wagnerian prelude for opera that has not been played. [2] The waiting novel is set in an old fortress of
almost empty near the sea that defines the ancestral boundaries between the stagnant Archaean and its Archinemy territory, mysterious and elusing Fargestan. The two countries are officially at war, but there has been no fighting for decades, so there is anxiety and de facto peace. The main character, Aldo, is sent to an
isolated fortress as an observer. Tired of immovable and eerie silence, he yearns for action and slowly becomes engrossed in invisible borders. Aldo begins to entertain the idea of crossing it, even if it leads to the resumption of hostilation and the possibility of the collapse of his own civilization, and infers that destruction
may be preferable to delaying decadenthes. The novel ends when the story begins, that is, when the result of his actions begins to appear. Like the theme Julian Hack's several other works, the opposing coast expresses the author's appeal with expectations, premonitions and apocalypse. Orcena symbolizes history,
tradition and order, and Fargestan has an irrational and historical meaning. Faldo's charm to Fargestan and his attempts to escape the reality of history are depicted as heroic and self-destructing beings. The dreamy qualities of this novel are related to Gracq's affinity with the previous surrealism movement. Glak
expressed the opposing coast as a awakened dream. The publication book was published through Jose Corti in 1951. The English translation by Richard Howard was published by Columbia University Press in 1986. Reception Elisabeth Caldonne-Arlic wrote in the New York Times in 1986: in a different way, The French
title Le Riverge de Sirtes and his English counterpart, the opposing coast, recalls this old image of an alien coast that is clearly vivid in Western imagination. ... The author uses His extensive classical culture and the name Prussian Sense to create a geography of the mind. [5] Caldonne Aric continued: There are a few
word choices I wonder, but one of the results of Mr. Howard's translation is that he faced a numeral peculiarity in French text and rendered them into a rythmic sernate with similar complex but green. The opposing coast is Mr. Glak's most famous and richest work. It has already been translated into six languages, and the
long delinquent appearance in English is a reseal of one of the more exciting and original imaginations in modern French literature. [5] See also: Kirk-Up, James (2007-12-24). Julian Gluck: A prominent novelist known for his surrealism and loneliness who rejected all literary honors. Independent. Acquired 2013-06-26
Lagarde e Mijardo (1973). XX'me Siicle 1st Edition Bordas p. 647.ISBN 2-04-729822-9.The fact of the file companion to Karen L (2006) French novel. New York City: Infobase Publishing. p. 297.ISBN 9780816074990. World Cat. Acquired 2015-04-27 b Cartonne Alick, Elisabeth (1986-06-22). The Beckoning Ghost, The
New York Times. Acquired 2015-11-27 The opposing coast of the external link French publisher's website (French) is from home. Le Riverge de Sirtes (opposing coast) Julien Glak: Le Riverge de Silteth French title Sirtes is probably based on Latin Sirtis, which can point to the bay from the cost of Libya (Major Sirtis) or
one from the cost of Tunisia (Siltis Miner). Here the fictional Sirtis is an imaginary place, part of Orsena (another imaginary place), once a great empire, but now it is out of color. Like other once great empires, it may not have wealth and power, but to some extent lives out of its past reputation. The people of Orsena all
seem to have Italian names, but there doesn't seem to be any other relationship with Italy. In this book, of course, they speak standard French. Orcena is the capital and major city, but it has a remote location where Sirtes is one. The importance of Sirtes is that it is a frontier region with Fargestan, where Orsena has
been at war for the past 300 years. There is no real battle and it doesn't look like it's been there for a while, but Orcena is keeping a small detachment in Sirtes. Our hero is Aldo, a rich and important family young man. To his father's disappointment, he spends time at the party, a light pursuit, reading, wake up 1st.
Finally, he gets tired of these pursuits and gets a job as an observer (i.e. spy) of Syrtes. The trip to Sirtes is no different from Au Chateau Dargol's approach to Algol. The landscape is very different, but both include his own man who travels through mysterious and essentially quiet landscapes. There is little evidence for
other animals, not just human evidence (except for strange ruin). The only noise is rain. Like Albert of Albert (Algol Castle) in Algol Castle, Aldo is both fascinated by the landscape, but is somey uneasy. He will arrive at the small Port of Sirtes where he is based. There is a partially devastated fortress and ship,
Redoutable. It's not clear how many men there are, but we only meet four officers: Captain Marino in charge and his three lieutenants. There doesn't seem to be much to do. Marino often rides around local farms to keep in touch with what's going on, but men spend the day hunting, fishing and going for walks. Aldo
makes a report back home (short official ones, long letters to friends), but that's not clear about anything. But like Albert, he is strangely attracted to the area and its landscape. when other people go off forIn Marenma, the nearest town of any size, Aldo is happy to stay behind by himself. He is fascinated by the detailed
map of the card room showing both The territory of Orsena and Fargestan. He seems to get along well with four officers, but he seems to keep himself on his own for a lot of time. When he was offered a post at a look elsewhere, he declined. Unlike others, he sees things. He finds a ship at night in an area where there
should be no ships. He says to Marino, but Marino believes it must be his imagination. He later visited the dilapidated city of Sagra and saw a small boat there and a man defending it. He doesn't say anything. Marenma is a rich man in Orsena, especially the Aldo Brandi family, a noble family, but has become some of the
trendy, given bad behavior. The family's (adult) daughter Vanessa visits Sirtes easily and Aldo is obviously taken with her, but when she invites him to the party, he is visiting Sagra. When he comes back, he finds her waiting for him, he is dragged out to Maremma, not too but too, where he joins the party. He has
suggested a strange deed, including Bergestan, meeting a man who has a tip on his shoulder as Belsenza, nominally Marenma, but he is not from an important family, but can't give details. This book is now moving in an increasingly different direction with evidence that something is wrong, but no one seems to be able to
determine exactly what, why, and why. The country has relied on traditional way of doing things for 300 years. The same rich and powerful family will do things. But now, there seems to be some challenges with this, but it's not entirely clear whether this issue is internal or external. Aldo has seen a lot of Vanessa and it is
clear that she is somehow involved in what is going on. In addition, she herself says that something else may be going on, but at least she's bored, so she wants to stir things up. But she's not the only one. Aldo himself not only stirs things up at first look, but also obviously others support him, as well as actively set him
up. Indeed, it became clear that both sides were tired of this uneasy 300 years of peace. I generally agree that this is The best novel of Racq. It remembered Dino Bazati's Il Desert dei Tartari (Tartar Step). Buzzazi's book was published 11 years ago in Gracq and it will be interesting to know if Gracq read it. Since it
appeared in French two years before this book appeared, it is quite possible. This site (French link) seems to suggest that Gracq could not read it as published in French after Gracq's novel, but I'm obviously not the first to make this comparison. It's very simply wrong, as Michel Aleno's translation was published in French
in 1949A few years before the Glak novel. At first look this novel seems like a typical Racq theme, or at least of the protagonies who arrived at the remote control, where things cut off completely invisible. More or less, it becomes more or less clear that people are dissatisfied with this 300-year war, which not only does
not allow fighting between adverses, but also has little or no contact. There is an old Chinese curse that says you can live in an interesting age, and an interesting age means bad. However, the novel take the opposite view that quiet times are bad, at least for the military and for those in some authoritative position.
Whatever your view on it, it's clear that Gracq used the idea to create a top-notch novel. Surprisingly, it is still printed in the UNITED Kingdom and the United States. The 1951 Columbia University Press, first published by Jose Corti
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